Fibroblast movements during contraction of collagen lattices--a quantitative study using a new three-dimensional time-lapse technique with phase-contrast laser scanning microscopy.
In this study we assessed the behavior of fibroblasts during contraction of collagen lattices. We applied a new technique for three-dimensional time-lapse studies of movements of living cells using phase-contrast laser scanning microscopy. Five anchored and five floating collagen lattices were studied regarding the activity of cells during a 7-h period of active contraction. Three-dimensional reconstructions of the fibroblasts and their extensions were made from datasets of 16-26 "optical sections" 5 microm apart recorded hourly during the period of measurements. The distance between fibroblast nuclei in the floating lattices decreased by a mean of 6.8 microm, but remained constant in the anchored group. Only minor variations were found in the angle between a line connecting any two nuclei and the tangent of the lattice margin. The lengths of the cellular extensions continuously changed by shortening and extending, and an increasing number of intercellular contacts were established with time. The angle between the extensions and the periphery of the lattice varied continually, and no distinct pattern of arrangement of the extensions was seen. In conclusion, we have shown in living cells in vitro that fibroblasts do not appear to move around within lattices during contraction but rather send out and withdraw cellular extensions continuously. This speaks against cellular locomotion or movement as a main feature of contraction. Time-lapse scanning laser microscopy has also been shown to be a suitable method to study cellular behavior quantitatively in three dimensions during lattice contraction.